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WLUW
WLUW 88.7FM Chicago Sound
Alliance is the college station of
Chicago. As Loyola University
Chicago's student-run radio
station, WLUW provides 24-hour
programming that offers
community outreach and both
education and experience in
broadcasting. We are an
independent station,
broadcasting content

that no other single station can
offer. Our listeners tune in to
hear us spin & stream the best in
rock, experimental, jazz, hiphop, punk, alternative, gospel,
and local music, as well as our
various cultural news and talk
shows, on our FM frequency,
online stream or free app.
WLUW is proud to be Chicago's
eclectic listening post.

WHO LISTENS TO WLUW?
21,000+ students, adjunct
teachers, tenured professors,
and faculty at Loyola
University Chicago
85,000+ Loyola Alumni living
in Chicago

Homegrown Chicagoans and
Transplant Chicagoans, alike
Cook County, Chicagoland
and the greater metro area

Social Media Stats
Facebook: 7,200+ Likes
Twitter: 5,870 Followers
Instagram: 1,200+ Followers
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24 HOUR
PROGRAMMING

WLUW

• SPRING 2018 SHOW SCHEDULE

UNDERWRITING
Because WLUW is licensed by
the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) as a noncommercial, independent
station, we are prohibited from
airing commercials.
Underwriting is allowed under
FCC and station guidelines.
With Underwriting, your
message is heard more.

UNDERWRITING
MAY
Broadcast up to a 60 second
message
Describe your business
(products or services)
Use a business address, or
phone number ("For more
info...")
Provide location information
Include a company slogan (that
complies with FCC guidelines)
Use music and/or sound effects
(that complies with FCC
guidelines)
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How? WLUW plays no more than
2 underwriting spots per hour,
so our listeners don't switch the
dial when credits are played. Not
only will our listeners hear your
message, but also will recognize
the support your business
contributes to independent,
student-run radio!

UNDERWRITING
MAY NOT
Use comparative language
("the best," "finest," "largest,"
etc.)
Use a Call to Action or
inducement to buy ("Come to
our store")
Include price or value
information ("low prices," "no
down payment," etc.)
Use a sound effect to evoke
an impression for the product
in use

RATES &
PACKAGES
Our Underwriting contracts
include a fully produced promo,
either 30 or 60 seconds long,
that will air on our FM frequency,
worldwide online stream, and
free app.
In addition to streaming your
message on our airwaves, our
monthly packages include social
media and tabling promotions.
Social media and event tabling

promotions can be added to
individual and weekly packages
for an additional fee. Your
contribution will support our
student-run station and allow us
to do cool things like buy merch
to distribute at festivals and
shows, bring artists into our
studio, sponsor shows and
festivals, and train the future of
broadcasting.

CURRENT RATES
Individual Spot:
$30 for 30-second spot
$60 for 60-second spot
Weekly Spot:
Once per day (7 spots): $100 30second spot; $200 60-second
spot
Twice per day (14 spots): $190
30-second spot; $290 60second spot
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Monthly Spot:
Once per day (30 spots): $380
30-second spot; $490 60second spot
Includes posts on our social
media and merchandise
distribution at WLUW tabling
events

Your contribution is
tax deductible!

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
Looking for more than a few
underwriting pieces? Take a
look at our sponsorship
opportunities. We have a variety
of customizable plans. Put your
logo on our website's homepage,
sponsor a specific show
coverage on our blog, or
sponsor one of our shows for an
entire semester!

WEBSITE
SPONSORSHIP
Feature your logo on WLUW's
homepage at wluw.org
Website not regulated by FCC
$50 per month
Interested in sponsoring
specific blog coverage? Email
us at
wluwproduction@gmail.com
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Don't see what you're looking
for? Give our Production
Director a call and let us know
what kind of sponsorship you're
looking for.
If you're unfamiliar with our
format, we can help you decide
which show is right for your
sponsorship! Nobody knows our
listeners like we do!

SHOW
SPONSORSHIP
You pick any WLUW show to
sponsor (with approval from
DJ host) for one semester
30 second underwriting once
a week, during your
sponsored show throughout
the given semester
A 30-second show promotion
with your company name
mentioned
$250 per show per semester

WULW
Contact

Production Director
Lily Shallow
312.915.8803
wluwproduction@gmail.com
www.wluw.org

Mailing Address
820 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611

